
Ban Fracking Now!

WATER

Fracking takes a huge toll on affected communities, generates 

massive volumes of toxic waste, creates hazardous air pollution 

problems, poses long-term risks to vital drinking water resources and 

threatens to lock in catastrophic changes to our climate. We need to ban 

fracking now.

The term “fracking” is shorthand for hydraulic fracturing.  

After drilling down to a rock formation that holds oil or 

natural gas, and then drilling sideways through this target-

ed layer of rock, operators inject, under extreme pressure, 

millions of gallons of water mixed with sand and chemicals 

to fracture (or “frack”) the rock.1 Without these fractures, 

oil or natural gas would remain tightly held in the rock, un-

able to flow up the well.2 

In the public debate over the future of the U.S. energy sys-

tem, fracking has come to mean much more than just the 

specific process of high-volume hydraulic fracturing of long 

horizontal wells to extract shale gas, tight gas and tight oil. 

To the public, fracking represents all that the specific process 

of hydraulic fracturing entails: marred landscapes and frag-

mented forests; roads crowded with heavy-duty trucks car-

rying water; chemicals and toxic waste; earthquakes related 

to disposal of this waste, and a legacy of air pollution, water 

pollution, climate pollution and public health problems. 

Fracking and other unconventional methods of extracting 

oil and gas threaten to prolong our destructive dependence 

on fossil fuels. We can, instead, meet our energy needs with 

clean, renewable and abundant resources.3 But without a 

ban on fracking, the oil and gas industry will continue to 

stand in the way. 
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Fracking brings economic  
costs to local communities —  
hidden in plain sight
While Big Oil and Big Gas enjoy huge profits, padded by bil-

lions of dollars a year in taxpayer-funded subsidies,4 communi-

ties across the country pay the price:

Rents are rising with the influx of transient oil and gas 

industry workers, pushing out local residents of affected 

communities5;

Agricultural lands are being lost, either taken out of 

production to make room for oil and gas wells, pipelines 

and other infrastructure,6 or contaminated — either di-

rectly or via groundwater — in the aftermath of inevitable 

explosions, leaks and spills7; 

Tourism and agricultural brands are under threat as 

drilling and fracking operations mar scenic landscapes, 

fragment forests and leave a legacy of pollution that es-

pecially undercuts organic farms, wineries and breweries8; 

Heavy-duty trucks hauling toxic wastes are clog-

ging and damaging roads at the public’s expense, add-

ing to the nonstop noise and light pollution from drilling 

and fracking rigs and leading to accidents9; 

Homeowners are seeing their property values 

decline, getting shortchanged on royalties and having 

difficulty selling their homes since banks are refusing to 

offer mortgages when drilling and fracking are close by10; 

Workers are being poisoned, injured and even 

killed from accidents and harmful exposures to toxins11; 

and

Crime and other demands on social services are 

on the rise in affected communities, with emergency 

services and schools stretched thin.12

Fracking prolongs our 
dependence on dirty and  
dangerous energy resources 
Drilling and fracking amount to a large, uncontrolled public 

health experiment. The oil and gas industry is:

Producing massive volumes of toxic and even radio-

active waste, the disposal of which is causing earth-

quakes and risking drinking water resources13; 

Causing thousands of accidents, leaks and spills 

each year that threaten rivers, streams and shallow aqui-

fers14;

Pumping hazardous pollutants into the air, at the 

expense of local communities, families and farms15;

Turning homes into explosive hazards by contaminat-

ing water wells with methane and other harmful gases16;

Consuming millions of gallons of water for each 

fracked well, and competing with farmers for local 

water supplies17;
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Changing the climate on which we all depend, by 

emitting carbon dioxide from burning natural gas and 

petroleum products, leaking the potent greenhouse gas 
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Take action
Meeting our energy needs with clean, renewable and abun-

dant resources is the only responsible path forward. It is the 

only way to deliver long-term energy security and energy 

independence at the national, state and local levels.21 It is the 

path that leads to broad-based economic prosperity and that 

spares us from the huge but hidden costs that come with our 

dependence on fossil fuels.22 But advocates of fracking and 

other unconventional methods for extracting fossil fuels stand in 

the way, protecting their enormous profits at all of our expense.23 

Join the movement to Ban Fracking Now and help keep 

dirty fuels safely underground!
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